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Results

Motivation
We believe that, integrating these varied datasets will allow
epidemiologists to improve the fidelity and resolution of existing seasonal
influenza models, in turn leading to better public health policies for its control
and treatment.

Introduction
Disease surveillance networks around the United States are used to
monitor disease spread in order to establish patterns of progression.
Epidemiologists and public health officials use this data to detect the
emergence of diseases, conduct outbreak investigations and manage
epidemics. Influenza surveillance data that is both high resolution and high
volume are lacking making it difficult to monitor transmission of the disease
at a local level. However, having such a high resolution record of historical
flu seasons, will allow us to recreate them in simulations and aid in
counterfactual studies. We evaluate 3 historical datasets of varying spatial
resolutions and volumes to assess influenza activity on a local (county) and
regional scale: Medicaid Open Payments data, CDC ILINet data and DoD
ILI data. From each of these datasets we attempt to extract weekly ILI
(influenza-like-illness) counts during each flu season. We find that the
Medicaid payments dataset does not contain enough influenza indicators to
determine its spatial spread during past seasons. Comparing the weekly ILI
counts of DoD data and CDC data at the level of HHS regions revealed a
high temporal correlation. By considering the county level ILI counts at DoD
facilities, we were able to compute emergence times for various counties
per season. Plotting these allows us to visualize the spatio-temporal spread
of Influenza for a given season.

DoD Weekly Incremental Counts

- Medicaid Open Payments
- Transactions between patient, manufacturer, GPO and physician
- 2013 - 4.1M claims, 23 flu indicators
- 2014- 11.1M claims, 68 flu indicators
- 2015- 11.1M claims, 86 flu indicators
- Daily records at zip code level
- CDC ILI
- Regional level outpatient ILI counts
- Weekly records (1997-2016)
- DoD ILI
- Military health care facility ILI visits
- 58.4M entries with zip code (2000-2013)
- Weekly records at zip code level
Snapshots of weeks 0, 17, 34, 51. Size of marker corresponds to size of ILI count.

CDC vs DoD 2010

Conclusion
- We were not able to observe spatial trends in Medicaid data due to lack of flu
indicators found in dataset
- Plotting DoD vs CDC revealed a high temporal correlation at HHS level
- DoD and CDC data useful for determining epidemic peaks, start and end times
- DoD and CDC regional data displayed vastly different scales
- No spatial trends displayed in DoD data at county level

Comparison of DoD vs CDC ILI counts by HHS Region

- DoD incremental count maps revealed patterns of emergence, growth and dying out at

Emergence Time 2010

different times for different counties

Future Work
- Locate zip codes for DoD entries lacking zip code informtion
- Map emergence times at county level with full DoD data set and look for spatilal
trends
- Look at Medicaid data containing ICD-9 codes to see if there are more flu
indicators in order to spot spatial trends.

Methods
- Evaluate 3 historical datasets:
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- DoD ILI data
- Extract weekly ILI counts by flu season
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- Compute emergence times at county level
- Fixed threshold method
- % Population method
- Determine :
- What is the right metric to derive a spatial pattern
- Variation in the spatial pattern across seasons

Sample Holder

CARC Sample

Snapshots of weeks 0, 17, 34, 51. Size of marker corresponds to size of ILI
count.
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